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Short-interval estimation of proliferation rate using serial
diffusion MRI predicts progression-free survival in newly
diagnosed glioblastoma treated with radiochemotherapy
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Abstract
Cell  invasion, motilit y, and proli feration level estimate (CIMPLE) mapping is a new imaging
technique that provides parametric maps of microscopic invasion and proli feration rate estimates
using serial diffusion MRI data. However, a few practical constraints have limited the use of
CIMPLE maps as a tool for estimating these dynamic parameters, particularly during short-
interval follow-up times. The purpose of the current study was to develop an approximation for
the CIMPLE map solution for short-interval scanning involving the assumption that net intervoxel
tumor invasion does not occur within suff iciently short time frames. Proli feration rate maps
created using the “no invasion”  approximation were found to be increasingly similar to maps
created from full  solution during increasingly longer follow-up intervals (3D cross correlation,
R2=0.5298, P=0.0001). Results also indicate proli feration rate maps from the “no invasion”
approximation had significantly higher sensitivity (82% vs. 64%) and specificity (90% vs. 80%)
for predicting six month progression free survival and was a better predictor of time to progression
during standard radiochemotherapy compared to the full  CIMPLE solution (Log-rank; No
Invasion estimation, P=0.0134; Full  Solution, P=0.0555). Together, results suggest the “no
invasion” approximation allows for quick estimation of proli feration rate using diffusion MRI data
obtained from multiple scans obtained dail y or biweekly for use in quantifying early treatment
response.
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Introduction

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a useful magnetic resonance imaging technique for
assessing early tumor response to treatment [1-3]. The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC),
a measure of free water mobilit y calculated from DWIs, has been shown to be inversely
proportional to tumor cellularity, ill ustrating a decrease in ADC during growing tumor
[4-11] and an increase in ADC during successful chemotherapy [2, 3, 5, 12]. Recently, a
new imaging technique was developed termed cell  invasion, motilit y, and proli feration level
estimates (CIMPLE maps) [13, 14]. These image maps use a voxel-wise solution to a partial
differential equation describing tumor growth dynamics applied to serial ADC maps
collected in the same patient over time. By assuming ADC provides a direct measure of
tumor cell  density, the resultant CIMPLE map solution allows for creation of parametric
image maps of “cell  diffusion rate” and “cell  proli feration rate.”  Preliminary studies have
demonstrated a relationship between proli feration rate estimates and MR spectroscopic
estimates of Choline-to-NAA ratio, significant differences in invasion and proli feration rate
between high and low grade gliomas [13, 14], and the abilit y to spatiall y predict regions of
future contrast-enhancement and survival after treatment with bevacizumab [15]. Despite
these findings, CIMPLE mapping has practical constraints and limitations that reduce the
appli cabilit y in certain circumstances.

An inherent limitation to the full  CIMPLE map solution is the need for three sequential
ADC maps collected in the same patient at follow-up times on the order of months in order
to reduce the influence of noise on CIMPLE map parameter estimates. Since cell  invasion
and proli feration rate estimates are intimately coupled within the CIMPLE map solution, this
bias in cell  invasion rates also propagates errors in proli feration rate estimates. This
temporal constraint further limits the appli cations of CIMPLE maps to long-term follow-up
in brain tumor patients, excluding the possibilit y of using this technique for characterizing
brain tumor growth dynamics within a short interval (days to weeks). Therefore, the
objective of the current study was to introduce an approximate solution for estimation of
proli feration rates in glioblastoma patients by assuming no detectable tumor cell  invasion
occurs during short interval follow-ups.

Methods

Derivation of CIMPLE maps

The full  derivation of CIMPLE maps is documented elsewhere [13, 14]. Briefly, the net
change in tumor cell  density in an image voxel can be described by the sum of any net
invasion of tumor cells into (or out of) the voxel plus any tumor cells generated (or
destroyed) from net proli feration (or degeneration) within the voxel [16, 17]:

[Eq. 2]

where c is cell  density, D is the diffusion coefficient of migrating cells, is the cell
proli feration rate, and t is time. Based on evidence of a strong negative correlation between
tumor cell  density and ADC of water measured using DWI [4-7, 9-11], ADC can be
substituted into Eq. 1 to yield a mathematical relationship describing microscopic glioma
growth and invasion in terms of water mobilit y:

[Eq. 3]
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where ADC is the apparent diffusion coefficient of water as a three-dimensional scalar field
(i.e. ADC image volume acquired using DWI), D is the diffusion coefficient of migrating
cells as a three-dimensional scalar field, and is the cell  proli feration rate as a three-
dimensional scalar field.

An analytical expression for cell  diffusion rate, D, and proli feration rate, , can be described
by using the Methods of Characteristics [18] to achieve one possible solution:

[Eq. 4]

and

[Eq. 5]

where

[Eq. 6]

describes the time-rate of change in ADC and

[Eq. 7]

describes the ratio of ADC on the current day n with respect to the previous scan day n-1.
Thus, using three ADC maps collected on days tn, tn-1, and tn-2, the proli feration rate, , and
cell  motilit y (diffusion), D, can be directly estimated for the time interval spanned from tn-2

to tn using Eqs. 4-7. Analytical solutions to the glioma growth model were verified in
Mathematica v7.01 (Wolfram Mathematica 7.01, Wolfram Research, Inc, Champaign, IL)
and are further defined in a previous publication [14].

Proliferation Rate Estimates During Short-Interval Follow-up

The net velocity (v, in mm/yr) of an invading tumor cell  wavefront can be estimated by
knowing the migration rate, D, and proli feration rate, :

[Eq. 8]

Based on our experience, we can assume a cell  invasion rate of 100 mm2/yr and a
proli feration rate of nearly 10 yr−1 occurs in a cluster of a moderately aggressive
glioblastoma. A simple estimate of the invasion velocity results in approximately 31.6 mm/
yr. Using the previous limitations and suggestions for follow-times, an interval of 30 days
between scans (or 60 days total observation time for three scans) results in a bulk invasion
distance of 5.2 mm, or more than 5 voxels after interpolation and registration to 1mm
isotropic resolution. Alternatively, if ADC maps are collected with follow-up times of two
days (total of four days for all  three scans), the bulk invasion distance is only approximately
0.3 mm, or less than a single voxel. Ergo, a solution that excludes the contributions of
intervoxel tumor invasion may be appropriate for exploring tumor dynamics for very short
interval follow-up.

Exclusion of the invasion term, D, from the full  microscopic glioma growth model shown in
Eq. 3 results in a simple first-order, linear differential equation,
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[Eq. 9]

with the monoexponential solution

[Eq. 10]

Note that in Eq. 10 the sign on the proli feration rate estimate, , is positive for decreasing
ADC (i.e. increasing cell  density). Physically, voxels containing a high positive proli feration
rate represent voxels having a very rapid decrease in ADC over the time interval of
observation, whereas voxels containing a high negative proli feration rate (or “degeneration
rate”) represents voxels having a very rapid increase in ADC over the time interval of
observation.

Patient Population

All  patients in this study signed institutional review board-approved informed consent to
have their data collected and stored in our institution's neurooncology database. Data
acquisition and storage were performed in compliance with all  applicable Health Insurance
Portabilit y and Accountabilit y Act (HIPAA) regulations. A total of n = 22 patients were
selected from our database having the following criteria: 1) a primary histological diagnosis
of de novo glioblastoma from 1/1/2007 through 1/1/2011, 2) receiving radiation therapy and
concurrent temozolomide after resection at initi al diagnosis, 3) having a minimum of three
follow-up scans including: a) post-surgical, pre-radiochemotherapy, b) mid-
radiochemotherapy, and c) post-radiochemotherapy not spanning more than a total of eight
months (note that all  post-radiochemotherapy scans were obtained prior to radiographic
progression), and 4) suff icient quality diffusion MRI data (e.g. lack of severe geometric
distortions, adequate signal-to-noise ratio in raw diffusion MR images, and ADC values in
cerebrospinal fluid ranging from 2-3 um2/ms). Fig. 1 ill ustrates the experimental timeline for
the three scans used to calculate CIMPLE maps.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Data was collected on a 1.5T MR system (General Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha,
WI; or Siemens Medical; Erlangen, Germany) using pulse sequences supplied by the
scanner manufacturer. Standard anatomical MRI sequences included axial T1 weighted, T2
weighted, and fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAI R) images. DWIs were collected
with TE/TR = 102.2 ms/8000 ms, NEX = 1, slice thickness = 5 mm with 1 mm interslice
distance, matrix size = 128 × 128 and a FOV = 24 cm using a twice-refocused SE-EPI
preparation [19]. ADC images were calculated from acquired DWIs with b = 1,000 s/mm2

and b = 0 s/mm2 images. Additionally, gadopentetate dimeglumine enhanced (Magnevist;
Berlex, Wayne, NJ; 0.1 mmol/kg) axial and coronal T1 weighted images were acquired after
contrast injection.

Definition of Disease Progression

Progression was defined prospectively by the treating neuro-oncologists. In an effort to
decrease the li kelihood of declaring progression in the setting of pseudoprogression, the
post-radiation scan was considered the baseline scan for evaluating progression. If
subsequent scans showed definite increase in imaging evaluable tumor (≥25% increase in
the sum of enhancing lesions, new enhancing lesions greater than 1cm2, or an unequivocal
qualitative increase in non-enhancing tumor, or unequivocal new area of non-contrast
enhancing tumor), progression was declared at that time. Progression was determined using
the first post-radiation therapy scan only if a new lesion, greater than 1cm2, was identified
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outside the radiation field. Change in steroid dosage was taken into consideration before
defining progression. Patients who did not meet these imaging criteria for progression, but
had significant neurologic decline, were declared progressed at the time of irreversible
decline. Patients who died before evidence of imaging progression were defined progressed
on the date of death.

Image Registration

All  images for each patient were independently registered to a high-resolution (1.0 mm
isotropic), T1-weighted brain atlas (MNI152; Montreal Neurological Institute) using a
mutual information algorithm and a 12-degree of freedom transformation using FSL
(FMRIB, Oxford, UK; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). Fine registration (1–2 degrees and
1–2 voxels) was then performed using a Fourier transform-based, 6-degree of freedom, rigid
body registration algorithm [20] followed by visual inspection to ensure adequate alignment.

Regions of Interest (ROIs)

Regions of interest (ROIs) containing T2 weighted signal abnormality on pre-treatment
FLAI R images were used in subsequent analyses. These ROIs were defined by a
technologist (T.M.Z.) using a semi-automated ROI technique consisting of (1) manually
defining the relative region of tumor occurrence, (2) thresholding FLAI R images within
these regions using an empirical threshold combined with a region-growing algorithm, and
then (3) manuall y editing the resulting masks to exclude any obvious radiation-induced
changes, necrosis, gliosis or leukoaraiosis. by a board-certified neuroradiologist (W.B.P.)
and/or imaging scientist (B.M.E.).

Implementation and analysis of CIMPLE maps

The creation of CIMPLE maps was incorporated into an AFNI pipeline (AFNI, Analysis of
Functional Neuroimages; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni) using a combination of bash and
AFNI calculation commands. Nearest neighbor interpolation was implemented in AFNI and
used to estimate the spatial gradients of ADC. Resulting cell  diffusion coefficient maps, D,
and proli feration rate maps, ρ, were smoothed using a 3×3 median filter to eliminate
erroneous spikes in the image maps. Proli feration maps generated without invasion were
obtained by nonlinear least-squares regression, fitting Eq. 10 on a voxel-wise basis to the
experimental data. Nonlinear least-squares regression was implemented using the 3dNLfim
routine in AFNI.

The final quantitative maps of proli feration rate, ρ, were generated using a minimum
contiguous cluster size of 0.2 ml, thresholded above an absolute proli feration rate value of 2
year−1, in order to eliminate erroneous voxels and better isolate the region(s) of proli ferative
tumor. For proli feration rate estimates assuming “no invasion” , voxels containing a p-value
of less than 0.05 from nonlinear regression were retained. The average proli feration rate
within these ROIs were recorded and compared as potential predictors of progression-free
survival (PFS).

Hypothesis Testing

In order to assess the spatial similarities between proli feration rate estimates using the full
CIMPLE map solution and proli feration rate estimates obtained using the simpli fied “no
invasion” approximation, the three-dimensional cross-correlation was calculated for each
patient. To test whether the degree of overlap between the two techniques differed as a
function of the shortest follow-up interval between sequential scans (e.g. either between pre-
and mid-radiochemotherapy or between mid- and post-radiochemotherapy), li near
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regression was performed between follow-up times and the three-dimensional cross-
correlation.

The sensitivity and specificity for mean proli feration rate to predict six month progression-
free survival (PFS6) was compared between the two techniques using receiver-operator
characteristics (ROC) and the area under the curve (AUC). Given the optimal threshold for
maximizing sensitivity and specificity for PFS6, log-rank analysis was performed on
Kaplan-Meier data to determine if either technique was a significant predictor of time to
progression (TTP).

Results

In general, proli feration rate images were similar when comparing the full  CIMPLE
mapping solution with the “no invasion”  approximation (Fig. 2). Specifically, regions of
positive and negative proli feration rate were spatially localized to similar regions using each
technique, including similar regions of positive proli ferative tissue on the edge of contrast
enhancement and within T2 signal abnormality. In support of the qualitative similarity
between the two solutions, three-dimensional cross correlation increased significantly with
increasing minimum follow-up interval (Fig. 3; Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient,
R2=0.5298, P=0.0001). In other words, as the minimum time interval between ADC maps
increased, the contributions to noise on estimates of cell  motilit y rate were likely lower, and
the full  solution for proli feration rate tended to converge with the “no invasion”
approximation. According to the best-fit regression line, convergence of proli feration rate
estimates from the full  solution and “no invasion” approximation should occur around
minimum follow-up time of 66 days or more.

Mean proli feration rate estimates from the full  CIMPLE solution did not have significant
sensitivity and specificity for predicting PFS6 beyond that of chance according to ROC
analysis (Fig. 4A; AUC vs. Chance, t-test, P=0.3981). However, the mean proli feration rates
estimated from the “no invasion”  approximation demonstrated significantly higher
sensitivity and specificity for predicting PFS6 beyond that of chance (AUC vs. Chance, t-
test, P=0.0113). The AUC was significantly different between the two techniques (Fig. 4B;
AUCFull  Solutionvs. AUC”N o Invasion” , t-test, P=0.0412), supporting the hypothesis that a “no
invasion” approximation may perform better as a predictive tool compared with the full
CIMPLE solution under this particular experimental setup and treatment paradigm.

Although not a significant predictor of PFS6 using ROC analysis, the optimal threshold for
the proli feration rate using the full  solution was 4.2 yr–1, resulting in a 64% sensitivity and
80% specificity for PFS6. The optimal threshold for proli feration rate using the “no
invasion” approximation was 2.25 yr–1, resulting in a 82% sensitivity and 90% specificity
for PFS6. Using these thresholds to stratify patients into two groups, log-rank analysis
suggested a trend for significant differences between high and low proli feration rate groups
when implementing the full  solution (Fig. 5; Log-rank, P=0.0555; High, Median PFS=117
days; Low, Median PFS=278 days); however, log-rank analysis clearly demonstrated a
statistically significant PFS advantage for patients with low proli feration rate when using the
“no invasion”  approximation (Log-rank, P=0.0134; High, Median PFS=127 days; Low,
Median PFS=282 days). Despite a slightly better performance by the proli feration rate
estimate obtained using the “no invasion”  approximation, hazard ratios were not
significantly different between the two solutions.
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Discussion

CIMPLE mapping is a unique imaging technique that provides a comprehensive framework
for creating parametric maps of microscopic invasion and proli feration rate estimates using
serial diffusion MRI. However, a few practical constraints have limited the use of CIMPLE
maps as a tool for estimating these dynamic parameters, particularly during short-interval
follow-up times. Previous investigations examining the contributions of noise and follow-up
interval on these parameters have firmly demonstrated an increase in error for increasing
noise levels and decreasing interval follow-up times [15]. As the time interval between
follow-up ADC maps is shortened, noise in the ADC map may be interpreted as very fast
movement of tumor cells. Conversely, if the time interval between follow-up ADC maps is
lengthened, the resulting error in parameter estimates from noise present in the ADC map
are low enough to be excluded by filtering or thresholding the resulting maps. By arguing
the point that cell  invasion velocities may not be high enough to migrate a substantial
distance during short intervals, we present a practical solution for estimating proli feration
rate on a voxel-wise basis by excluding the contribution of cell  migration and invasion from
the CIMPLE mapping equation.

Results from the current study demonstrate that proli feration rate maps generated using the
full  CIMPLE mapping solution appear similar to proli feration rate maps generated using the
“no invasion”  approximation as ill ustrate by increasing three-dimensional spatial agreement
with an increasing time interval between follow-up scans. Additionally, results indicate the
“no invasion”  approximation may also be a better predictor of PFS and TTP when using
preradiochemotherapy, mid-radiochemotherapy, and post-radiochemotherapy scans as to
predict standard treatment response.

Interestingly, if the contributions to tumor cell  motilit y and invasion are excluded from the
model, an estimate of proli feration rate can be obtained using a minimum of two time points
using the following equation:

[Eq. 11]

Further, the “no invasion”  approximation of proli feration rate is not necessaril y limited by
the time interval between scans, since accuracy can be increased directly by increasing the
number of follow-up time points even in short intervals (e.g. days). It is conceivable that an
imaging paradigm consisting of daily or biweekly scanning for the first few weeks of
therapy may be advantageous to obtain the best estimates of proli feration rate for use in
quantifying treatment response.

Methodological and Study Limitations

The major limitations to estimating proli feration rates using the full  CIMPLE map solution
include the assumption that DWI measurement of ADC is inversely proportional with tumor
cellularity along with the reliance of precise image registration of serial images from
different scan days. Although numerous studies have demonstrated a significant association
between tumor cellularity and ADC, many pathologies and clinical scenarios can also alter
ADC measurements, including subacute stroke, gliosis, and changes in corticosteroid dose.
Therefore, interpretation of changes in ADC as true changes in cellularity should be made
with caution. Experience at our institution suggests significant changes in edema (increasing
or decreasing) can significantly alter proli feration rate estimates obtained using CIMPLE
mapping. In addition to altered estimates of ADC, brain deformation resulting from
significant mass effect from growing tumor or edema can cause misregistration between
serial ADC maps and anatomical images. Practically, this implies ADC maps should be
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obtained in a short enough time interval such that no significant mass effect has occurred. In
addition, significant mass effect (>5mm shift in the midline) was not directly observed in
any of the patients and was thought to be of minimal contribution to errors in parameter
estimates.

Another potential limitation to the current study was the lack of adjustment of survival
analyses for known prognostic factors including patient age, extent of resection, and
neurological status. We did not currently test whether CIMPLE map parameters added value
beyond these known prognostic factors due to the relatively small  sample size. Future
prospective studies examining larger patient populations under controlled image acquisition
and follow-up time intervals are necessary to determine whether CIMPLE maps provide a
true prognostic benefit.

Conclusion

The current study demonstrates a new method for estimating proli feration rate for short-
interval follow-up scans by excluding the contributions intervoxel tumor cell  invasion. The
“no invasion”  approximation was similar to the full  solution for increasing follow-up
interval times, and may be a better predictor of response to radiochemotherapy than the full
solution, particularly when short-interval follow-up scanning is used.
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Figure 1. Experimental design for  predicting response to radiochemotherapy using CIMPLE
maps.
Scans were obtained 1) post-surgical (Sx), pre-treatment (Pre-Tx; within 1 week of starting
radiochemotherapy); 2) mid-treatment (Mid-Tx, 0 – 6 wks from start of
radiochemotherapy); and post-treatment (Post-Tx; 6 wks to 3 months from the start of
radiochemotherapy). Sx = Surgery. Dx = Diagnosis. Tx = Treatment. RT = Radiotherapy.
TMZ = Temozolomide. TTP = Time to Progression.
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Figure 2. Compar ison between full  CIMPLE map solution and “ no invasion” approximation.
Top row: Glioblastoma patient with an 8 day follow-up interval (between pre-treatment and
mid-treatment), demonstrating high cell  motilit y (diffusion) rates and spatial uncoupling
between the two solutions in terms of proli feration rate estimates. Middle row: Glioblastoma
patient with a 21 day follow-up interval demonstrating lower average cell  motilit y rate and
proli feration rate estimates with higher spatial agreement between the two solutions. Bottom
row: Glioblastoma patient with a 38 day interval, representing one of the longest obtainable
follow-up times given the experimental design in Fig. 1. This patient demonstrated high
spatial agreement in proli feration rate maps when comparing between the two techniques
(full  solution vs. “no invasion”) .
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional cross-corre lation between proli feration rate maps obtained with the
full  solution and those obtained with the “ no invasion” approximation.
Results demonstrate a significant linear correlation between the three-dimensional cross-
correlation coefficient and the shortest time interval between sequential ADC maps
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient, R2= 0.5298, P = 0.0001).
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Figure 4. Receiver-operator  characteristic (ROC) analysis of the abili ty for  mean proli feration
rate to predict six-month progression free survival (PFS6).
A) ROC curves showing the sensitivity and specificity for predicting PFS6 for both the full
CIMPLE map solution and the “no invasion”  approximation. B) Area under the curve
(AUC) showing statistically significant differences between the two techniques (t-test, P =
0.041).
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Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier progression free survival (PFS) curves for  high and low mean
proli feration subgroups fr om both the full  CIMPLE map solution and the “no invasion”
approximation.
Patients were stratified into two groups based on whether the mean proli feration rate within
T2 hyperintense regions was higher or lower than the optimal threshold determined by ROC
analysis for both techniques (full  solution vs. “no invasion”) . Patients with high mean
proli feration rate were more likely to progress sooner than patients with low proli feration
rate when using the “no invasion”  approximation (Log-rank, P =0.0134). This was also a
trend when using the full  solution (Log-rank, P = 0.0555).
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